CASSION AND OUTLOOKS

An island is built by a 50’ diameter caisson structure in the middle of the Potomac River with the intention of receiving series of columns from the ground. The island is the point where body treatment terminates and the new journey for the water begins. 6’-0” x 0’-4” water curtain flows down to the last body treatment tub in the island through the linear opening from the pool above. The passages from main stair to each treatment pool extend out to the view of the river. At the end of the passage, the slab is cantilevered out from the last column inviting people to come out to see the scenic view of the Potomac River. The building is situated toward the river and the island is similar to fulcrum in the action of levers. The building resembles the downward dog position in yoga. Legs are positioned on land, and hands touch the bottom of the river as the head looks out east where the sun rises.
A Public Bath in Alexandria, Virginia
SKIN

The intent of this project is to create distinctive skin that presents the character of architecture as a mediator between man and nature. The skin of building is composed of weaved columns that are supported by major monumental piers. This architectural development extends the symbolic character of columns into intertwined column layers on surface of the building and it generates a unique body treatment environment. The users in body treatment pools perceive outside nature through the skin that is created by many layers of tectonic objects. The north wall is constructed in two layers. One is colonnade wall with glazing and the other is vertical maple fin layer separating passage from treatment pools. The south side has additional solid outside layer protecting the building from strong south sun light.
Frascari stated about detail “A function of detail in a design becomes clear by re-presentation, that is, by re-use. The detail often appears incomplete and vague in its structuring principle. But unifying in itself function and representation, the re-use of detail becomes creative catalyst.” In this project, sand stone column cladding detail is repetitive throughout north and south façade with exposed concrete ledge. Cladding is assembled by anchors and clips but also supported by concrete ledge to represent honesty of material. Metal pieces which hold stone cladding will rust with time. In order to hold cladding safely, concrete ledge is detailed in drawings as a relief self for cladding material weight. Vertically emphasized cladding pattern is weaved by horizontal concrete ledge presenting the character of reinforced concrete structure. Through these steps, the project is merging onto dimensioning, cutting, and making process that shows the craftsmanship on defined scale. The detail drawings clarify the essence of architecture on joinery and assembly since architecture comes from totality of constructing process. Understanding the process of making joints is not only to cut and bond materials in certain size and shape but also to perceive the metaphysical meaning of invisible essence in visible phenomenon.
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